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This policy sets out how we will quality assure our remote learning offer during a whole-school
lockdown. This policy is linked to the following policies:



Remote Learning Policy;
Remote Learning: Teaching and Feedback Policy.

All of the policies are in place to ensure that all staff know their role in ensuring we meet the
statutory expectations for remote learning.
Our remote learning offer states that LCHS staff will, ‘attempt to replicate the timetable that pupils
follow through the course of a normal school day’1. Our offer meets the statutory expectations (as set
out in the Remote Learning: Teaching and Feedback Policy) and includes:







Staff setting work for each timetabled lesson on ClassCharts – making sure the ‘Issue date’ is
the day of the lesson and that the title of the lesson is in the following format Day Date –
Subject – Lesson (e.g. Fri 8th Jan – Math – P3);
The work set should be as close as possible to the offer which would have been available in
the classroom. The work should be sequenced thoughtfully to support progression and
should be ambitious;
Staff recording engagement with the lessons using the ‘Homework’ register within
ClassCharts;
MS Teams session(s) for each subject, each week as per the Lockdown Timetable with
attendance to sessions marked for all in ClassCharts.

Our quality assurance is delivered in three strands:




Strand One: Frequency Setting – Progress Leaders
Strand Two: Lesson Quality – Heads of Department
Strand Three: Expectation Sampling – Leader of Online Learning

These strands feed into a staged approach. The stages are in place to ensure that LCHS is meeting
statutory requirements throughout lockdown.
Strand One: Frequency Setting – Progress Leaders
Each week, each Progress Leader will take a random sample of ten student timetables. They will
review the work set on ClassCharts for each of the ten students for the previous week. They are
looking to check that the student was set five lessons (or more) each day as per their usual school
timetable. For Sixth Form, the check will be that there has been a lesson set for each timetabled
lesson with homework included or set as additional homework to guide the independent learning for
that subject.
Progress Leaders will use the ClassCharts Homework Calendar to complete this check. They will look
by student and by issue date. They are not looking at the detail of the lesson set. They are just
checking that the five lessons (or more) on the timetable for the student each day are reflected.

1

LCHS Remote Learning Policy, ‘4. Continuity of Education in Event of a Closure’
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Figure 1 shows and example of the view they will check:

The example shows that all 20 pieces of work expected have been shown. However, one piece of
work that should have been issued on Thursday has been issued on Wednesday.
The Progress Leader will have a printed copy of the student timetable for recording purposes. The
Progress Leader’s actions will be as follows:







If all 25 lessons are set and issued on correct date, sign and date TT as ‘best practice’;
If all 25 lessons are set but with some issued on the incorrect date, sign and date TT as ‘good
practice’ and email the teacher(s) who have used the wrong issue date to remind them to
always double check before publishing;
If there are lessons missing, indicate these on the TT, before signing and dating TT. Email the
teacher of the missed lessons, copying in their HOD and the Leader of Online Learning for
tracking purposes. This will trigger Stage O of the policy (explained in Strand Two);
They will report the % of best practice examples each week to their SLT Line Manager. They
will also report the % of lessons with incorrect issue dates and % of missing lessons (with the
sample total as the total used).

Strand Two: Lesson Quality – Heads of Department
Stage 0: Heads of Department will check a sample of work set by their team each fortnight. They will
use the Homework Calendar in ClassCharts to view a random piece of work set by each team
member and check its quality against the examples of good practice shared previously by the Leader
of Online Learning (Appendix One). Where it meets expectation, they will acknowledge this best
practice with the staff member (email or discussion). They will also use examples of this with their
team to share best practice going forward.
Stage 1: If there is an example which does not meet expectations, the HOD will check another piece
set by that person, and if the concern remains, they will speak to them to offer advice on how to
improve future work with examples of best practice shared. The member of staff will also be
informed that their work will be sampled weekly now.
If the next check (weekly) shows improvement, the staff member is informed and moved back to the
fortnightly check with the rest of the team (Stage 0).
If the next check (weekly) shows no improvement/ HOD is still concerned about the quality of the
work set not matching expectation, the member of staff will be spoken to again. This conversation
will acknowledge that the HOD is concerned that the work is not meeting the school's offer for the
statutory guidance and that this must now improve to avoid having to escalate it to the department
Line Manager (Stage 2). Further support will be given by the HOD – they will offer to improve one or
two set pieces as a model and check that the member of staff has all the resources they need to
complete their job. The HOD will also inform the Leader of Online Learning that this Stage 1
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conversation has taken place. This is for tracking purposes. The Leader of Online Learning will report
the number of Stage 1 concern conversations which have been reported each week to SLT.
Stage 1 CONCERN: The HOD will sample the member of staff’s work again the next week. If the
expectation is met, they move back to the fortnightly cycle for the department (Stage 0).
Stage 2: If the expectation is not met, HOD must let them know this is now being referred to the
subject line manager (SLT) and they are now in Stage 2 of the process. The HOD will inform their Line
Manager and Leader of Online Learning (tracking). The Line Manager will arrange a conversation
with the staff member to begin the formal process. This will involve discussing the process to date
and a further offer of support. The meeting will also include an overview of the next steps. This
meeting will be summarised in a letter which will be sent to the member of staff and recorded in
their HR file. The next monitoring point will be within one week of the meeting.
If this sees improvement, this will be acknowledged in writing and a final monitoring check will
happen the following week. If this also shows work of the expected quality, the member of staff will
be informed that they are now back at Stage 0. Their HOD will be informed too.
Stage 3: If the first LM monitoring check does not show improvement, it will be followed by a
management advice letter and will enter the capability process.
Strand Three: Expectation Sampling – Leader of Online Learning
Each week, the Leader of Online Learning will sample 10 lessons across subjects and key stages to
check that standard expectations are being met. At least half of these will be lesson which should be
supported by a MS Teams session. This monitoring includes checking:






use of the correct format for the lesson title;
lesson engagement being recorded in Homework;
a link and start time for any Teams meeting has been included;
Teams meetings organised as per Lockdown Schedule or agreed arrangement (with LoOL
and HOD);
MS teams attendance being marked in ClassCharts.

Any concern this raises will be recognised by an email to the teacher which is copied to the HOD for
information purposes.
The Leader of Online Learning will also arrange a Parent Voice response during January 2021 and
share this feedback with SLT to inform of any necessary changes.
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Appendix 1: Best Practice Examples
What should be included in a task when setting blended learning?
1. A brief introduction/greeting and a very brief explanation of why they are doing that work.
2. An outline of the task required (do not forget to use already existing resources, such as Oak
National Academy where possible. These types of resources match the curriculum in many
subjects and are of high quality. Obviously, some subjects do not lend themselves well to
this, in this case, resources made by your department that are of high quality and can be
used by students are fine).
3. What evidence you would like submitting (please note, just because they have submitted it,
doesn't mean it has to be marked by you every time).

Exemplar material of good practice
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